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The duality between localized and itinerant nature of magnetism in 5f electron systems has been a
longstanding puzzle. Here, we report inelastic neutron scattering measurements, which reveal both
local and itinerant aspects of magnetism in a single crystalline system of UPt2Si2. In the antiferro-
magnetic state, we observe broad continuum of diffuse magnetic scattering with a resonance-like gap
of ≈ 7 meV, and surprising absence of coherent spin-waves, suggestive of itinerant magnetism. While
the gap closes above the Neel temperature, strong dynamic spin correlations persist to high tem-
perature. Nevertheless, the size and temperature dependence of the total magnetic spectral weight
can be well described by local moment with J = 4. Furthermore, polarized neutron measurements
reveal that the magnetic fluctuations are mostly transverse, with little or none of the longitudinal
component expected for itinerant moments. These results suggest that a dual description of local
and itinerant magnetism is required to understand UPt2Si2, and by extension, other 5f systems in
general.

The degree of localization of magnetic moments is an
important concept for understanding many exotic phe-
nomena in condensed matter, thereby creating the “du-
ality” problem [1]. The situation is even more complex
in multi-band electronic systems, where the localization
can be orbital-selective. For example, the magnetism in
iron-based superconductors has been long discussed in
terms of either itinerant or local moment only models.
Recent progress in this field, however, suggests that this
system belong to the intermediate coupling region with
U/W ≈ 1 (U: Coulomb repulsion, W: bandwidth) where
we do not have a good understanding yet even for a single
band [2].

Ternary intermetallic uranium compounds UT2M2 (T:
a transition metal, M: Si or Ge) have been of great inter-
est in strongly correlated electron physics during the last
decades. URu2Si2 has a very small magnetic moment and
shows the famous, yet-to-be-understood, phenomena of
the hidden order and unconventional superconductivity
[3]. UPt2Si2, on the other hand, has been long consid-
ered a rare example of uranium intermetallic compound
with strongly localized f-electrons. It orders antiferro-
magnetically (TN=32 K) along c-axis with a magnetic
moment of ≈ 2 µB/U [4]. Early studies suggested that
magnetic anisotropy, high field magnetization, as well as
temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility can
be well described within a local-moment crystal electric
field (CEF) model [5, 6].

Recent high field studies [7, 8], however, question the
degree of localization in this system, suggesting that
the observed phase transitions under applied magnetic
field can be understood as Lifshitz transitions, an abrupt

change in the topology of a Fermi surface. This view
is further supported by the density functional theory
(DFT) [9], which indicates that 5f electrons in UPt2Si2
system are orbitally polarized and mostly itinerant, with
only a slight tendency toward localization.

In order to understand the magnetism, specifically the
interplay between local and itinerant nature of the mo-
ments in this system, it is crucial to study the spin dy-
namics. However, magnetic excitations in UPt2Si2 have
not been observed, despite the large ordered magnetic
moment. An early inelastic neutron scattering study [10]
provided very limited information (at 77 K) due to the
polycrystalline nature of the sample, while a more recent
work [11] did not find any spin waves below ∼ 3 meV.

Here, we present comprehensive neutron inelastic scat-
tering results demonstrating that both itinerant and local
moments nature of f -electrons are playing a role in this
system. We observe a diffuse magnetic excitation contin-
uum with a resonance-like gap of ≈ 7 meV, which clearly
cannot be explained by spin wave theory for coherent
collective excitation of localized moments. Rather, the
excitation can be understood within the random-phase
approximation (RPA) model response of the itinerant
system. The size and temperature dependence of the
total magnetic moment, however, can be well described
by local model with J = 4, a total angular momentum
associated with a local magnetic moment, µ̂ = gµBĴ .
Polarized neutron measurements also reveal that the fluc-
tuations are mostly transverse to the staggered ordered
moment. While an ordered local moment produces a
transverse fluctuation, an itinerant moment also has lon-
gitudinal dynamics corresponding to the fluctuation of
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FIG. 1. The imaginary part of the dynamical magnetic susceptibility, χ′′(Q, ω), corrected for U4+ magnetic form factor, at 5
K ((a) and (b)) and 50 K ((c) and (d)). The measurement was performed at SEQUOIA, with incident energy Ei = 50 meV.

the size of the magnetic moment [1]. These observations
show that even in this large magnetic moment system a
dual approach based on itinerant and local description
is necessary to fully capture its nature. The duality of
magnetism was also suggested in other heavy fermion su-
perconductors [12], and thus seems to be universal across
5f electron systems.

All measurements presented here were performed on
a 1.5 g single crystalline sample of UPt2Si2 [13]. Ini-
tial neutron scattering measurements were done with the
HB1 thermal triple axis spectrometer (TAS) at the HFIR,
ORNL. A large volume of energy-momentum space was
then explored using the time-of-flight (TOF) spectrome-
ter SEQUOIA [16, 17] at SNS, ORNL [18] with incident
energies (Ei) of 50 meV and 100 meV. TOF neutron
data was normalized to the absolute scattering cross-
section in µ2

B/meV/U by using a standard vanadium
sample [19]. The measured scattering intensities were
converted to the imaginary part of the dynamical mag-
netic susceptibility via the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem, χ′′ (Q, ω) = π(1 − e−E/kBT )S(Q, ω) [20].

Contrary to what is expected for conventional mag-
netic order, a broad continuum of magnetic excitations
is observed around the magnetic wave vector, QM=(1
0 0), Fig. 1. In the local magnetism approach, inter-
actions between local moments are described by a spin
exchange Hamiltonian. The low-energy collective trans-
verse fluctuations of ordered magnetic moments, i.e., spin
waves are expected to have well-defined sharp disper-
sion relations demonstrating long-range coherence. In
an itinerant moment system, on the other hand, the ex-
citations originate from electron-hole pairs created across
the Fermi surface. These excitations are usually broad
in Q-E space and weak in intensity, without clear disper-
sion.

Figure 1 (a,b) presents the generalized susceptibility
as a function of wave vector along (H 0 0) and (1 0 L)
direction, respectively, at T≪ TN . The excitation is dif-
fuse, centered around E ≈ 13 meV, with a gap ≈ 7 meV.
The intensity in H-direction is peaked near QM . The

excitation along L-direction (Fig. 1 (b)), in contrast, is
rather flat, suggesting anisotropic magnetic interactions
consistent with the quasi two-dimensional (2D) character
observed in resistivity [21] and Fermi surface [9]. A spin
gap of ∼7 meV, which is clearly visible in Fig. 1 (a,b) is
roughly consistent with the gap of 46 K estimated from
the temperature dependence of resistivity [21]. Above the
Neel temperature, at 50 K, this gap is closed, as shown
in Fig. 1 (c,d). It should be noted that spin fluctuations
along (H 0 0) are still clearly peaked aroundQM , indicat-
ing strong magnetic correlation even in the paramagnetic
regime above TN . We refer to the supplementary mate-
rial for more temperature dependence data [22].
As the observed excitation continuum cannot be de-

scribed by spin wave theory, we fit the data using the
dynamical magnetic susceptibility calculated using Ran-
dom Phase Approximation (RPA) in an itinerant electron
model. The resulting expression is essentially identical
to the extended Self-Consistent Renormalization (SCR)
theory model [1, 23, 24], which takes account, in a self-
consistent way, of the effect of the spin fluctuation mode
coupling[25]. The resulting RPA-SCR expression for the
generalized magnetic susceptibility is,

χ′′(Q+q, ω) =
χQ

1 + (q/κ)2
~ωΓ(q, κ)

(~ω)2 + Γ(q, κ)2
, (1)

with the Q-dependent relaxation rate,

Γ(q, κ) = γA
(

κ2 + q2
)

. (2)

Parameters κ, γA, and χQ are a characteristic width in
reciprocal space, a temperature-insensitive energy width
parameter, and a static staggered susceptibility, respec-
tively. The wave vector q is measured away from QM .
It is clear from Fig. 2 that Eq. 1 provides adequate

description of the observed magnetic excitation. While
data with Ei = 50 meV reveals the 7 meV gap with
better resolution, Ei = 100 meV data capture the full
range of magnetic excitation and, therefore, was used
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) χ′′ (Q, ω) observed at 50K with Ei = 100
meV along H and L direction, respectively. (c) and (d) Fit to
SCR, or equivalently, RPA theoretical model.

for the global fitting. The results of the fit along the
H and L directions are shown in Fig. 2 (c,d). Table I
lists the best fit parameters when magnetic form factor
is co-refined [26, 27]. The top of the excitation band is
around 25 meV. The single intensity lobe is inconsistent
with dispersive magnetic excitations. This demonstrates
that the spin fluctuation is rather a resonance localized in
Q-E space, similar to the resonance magnetic excitation
observed in many unconventional superconductors such
as cuprates [31], Fe-based superconductors [2], or heavy
fermion superconductors [32]

Figure 3 shows the change in scattering intensity with
varying temperature. There is an increase of quasi-elastic
paramagnetic scattering with the increasing temperature
across TN . The change of the spectral gap follows the or-
der parameter dependence of magnetic Bragg peaks [4],
which strongly supports the magnetic nature of fluctua-
tions [33].

The spectral weight filling in the gap comes from other
energy transfers, Fig. 3 (b). It is clear, however, from
Figs. 1 and 3, that this redistribution affects only a
moderately small fraction of the total magnetic spectral
weight. In this case, the ordered magnetic moment in the
antiferromagnetic state, which is only 2 µB, is weak and
comprises only a small fraction of the fluctuating mag-
netic moment. Consequently, its influence on magnetic
excitations is small and limited to low energies, . kBTN,
which again emphasizes that the system cannot be simply
understood from its ordered moment [34].

κ [Å
−1

] γA [meV/Å
−2

] χQ [µ2
B/meV]

(H 0 0) 1.35(8) 5.18(54) 0.33(1)
(1 0 L) 2.77(114) 1.21(98) 0.30(1)

TABLE I. Parameters obtained by fitting Ei=100 meV and
T=50 K data with Eq. 1.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the generalized susceptibility across TN .
(a) The detailed temperature dependence of low energy spin
excitation at Q=(1 0 0) measured using HB1 triple axis spec-
trometer. Counting time for each data point was about 5 min-
utes. (b) The autocorrelation function, S(E), at 5 K (black
square) and 50K (red diamond), obtained from Q-integrated
spectral weight of the TOF data. Solid lines show fit to a
model function consisting of a Lorentzian centered at E = 0
(quasi-elastic) and a damped harmonic oscillator (inelastic).

In the local moment model, the integral spectral weight
measured by neutron scattering obeys the zero-moment
sum rule [20],

∑

α

∫ +∞

−∞

∫

BZ Sαα(q, ω)dqdE /
∫

BZ dq =

(gµB)
2
J(J + 1), where α is the polarization of mag-

netic fluctuation, g is the spectroscopic Lande g-factor,
µB is Bohr magneton. By assuming random polariza-
tion of magnetic fluctuation with respect to the wave
vector transfer, which is a good approximation for the
TOF data in Fig. 3 (b), and fitting the Q-integrated
normalized magnetic intensity [35], S(E), to a model
function consisting of the quasielastic Lorentzian and the
damped harmonic oscillator (DHO), we obtain the inte-
gral magnetic scattering intensity of ≈ 15.9µ2

B at 5 K and
≈ 13.6µ2

B at 50 K. Using g = 0.8, which is appropriate
for the 3H4 Hund rule Russell-Saunders ground state of
U4+ [36], this results in estimated J ≈ 4.5 at 5 K and
≈ 4.1 at 50 K, consistent with the J = 4 state. This ex-
hausts the full magnetic spectral weight available for the
5f2 electronic configuration of U4+ and, therefore, tem-
perature enhancement of integral spectral weight from
the entanglement between local and itinerant electrons
[37] is not observed.

The integral intensity of the magnetic excitation spec-
trum thus indicates participation of two 5f electrons, as
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in the J = 4 state of U4+ in the local-moment picture.
In order to rationalize the observed magnetic spectral
weight in the itinerant-electron model of Eq. 1, one needs
to recall that the approximation adopted in deriving this
result [1, 23, 24] limits its applicability to the proximity
of the Fermi energy. Hence, the integration of the spec-
tral weight must be limited by a finite-energy cut-off,
Λ, which is of the order of the itinerant-electron band-
width (otherwise the integral formally diverges). On ac-
count of this cutoff, the total magnetic spectral weight is,
∫ +∞

−∞

∫

BZ χ′′(q, ω)dqdE /
∫

BZ dq ≈ χQ(γAκ
2) ln

(

Λ

γAκ2

)

[38]. Using the fit results from Table I we estimate the
itinerant-electron bandwidth of 1 ∼ 2 eV, in good agree-
ment with the extent of spin-polarized 5f bands in recent
DFT calculations [8, 9]. Hence, UPt2Si2 cannot be sim-
ply viewed as narrow-band system where local-moment
picture applies. The observed magnetic dynamics inside
the energy window probed in the present experiment is
distinct from that of local moments and is well described
by the RPA itinerant-electron theory. On the other hand,
applying the first moment sum rule to the measured in-
tensity and assuming local moment model with nearest
neighbor exchange interactions we obtain a much lower
energy scale, ≈ 10 meV, for the contribution of magnetic
bond energies per U to the ground state, consistent with
the observed excitation spectrum [39].

In order to further elucidate the magnetic nature of
the observed diffuse and weak excitation, we carried out
a polarized neutron measurement. Table II summarizes
different contributions to the spin-flip (SF) and non-spin-
flip (NSF) intensities when the scattering plane is (H 0
L) and the neutron spin is parallel to either a-axis (HF:
horizontal field) or b-axis (VF: vertical field) directions.
Since U magnetic moments are aligned along c-axis, Sa,b

corresponds to transverse fluctuations while Sc indicates
a longitudinal fluctuation.

Figure 4 presents polarized neutron scans below TN at
constant E=12 meV along (H 0 0) direction, which reveal
small but clear magnetic signal whose Q-dependence is
consistent with that observed with unpolarized neutrons
(Fig. 2). The polarization of magnetic fluctuation can
be further analyzed by comparing different scattering
setups. The intensity difference between HF and VF

HF (Pn // a) VF (Pn //b)
SF S2

b + S2
c + B1 S2

c + B1

NSF N2 + B2 S2
b + N2 + B2

TABLE II. Nuclear and magnetic components contributing
to the scattering intensity at (H 0 0) in the present polarized
neutron measurement. Pn is the neutron spin polarization
direction, N denotes nuclear components, and B1,2 represent
background in SF and NSF configuration, respectively. Sa

cannot be observed in this setup because magnetic component
parallel to Q does not contribute to neutron scattering.
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FIG. 4. Polarized neutron measurement at constant E=12
meV at T=5 K. (a) Magnetic scattering (= HF-SF − HF-NSF
in Table II). (b) Transverse spin fluctuation, Sb (=HF-SF −

VF-SF or VF-NSF − HF-NSF), and estimated longitudinal
spin fluctuation, Sc (=HF-SF − VF-NSF or VF-SF − HF-
NSF). Each data point has been counted for about 3 hours.

configuration, either in SF or NSF, directly yields Sb,
the transverse fluctuation. Black squares in Fig. 4
(b) show the transverse fluctuation. The longitudinal
component can be evaluated from the difference of
HF-SF and VF-NSF (or VF-SF and HF-NSF) assuming
that N2 + B2 and B1 do not differ, which is valid since
the total magnetic signal (Fig. 4 (a)) correspond to
the sum of transverse and longitudinal signals (Fig. 4
(b)). The estimated longitudinal fluctuation shown as
blue diamond symbols in Fig. 4 (b) appears to have
negligible intensity. This indicates that spin fluctuations
are primarily transverse, in sharp contrast with the
longitudinal magnetic dynamics observed in chromium,
the archetypal example of an itinerant antiferromagnet
[41] and in other uranium compounds such as UN [42]
and URu2Si2 [43].

Our comprehensive inelastic neutron scattering studies
thus show that itinerant electrons are playing a major
role in the dynamical magnetism of UPt2Si2. Despite
the large ordered magnetic moment revealed by neutron
diffraction [4], the magnetic excitations are broad and
resonance-like, lacking a sharp dispersion, and could be
understood in itinerant RPA approach. Above TN , the
gap in the excitation spectrum is closed, but the strong
magnetic correlation is still present. The temperature
dependence of spectral weight shows that only small
fraction of magnetic excitation changes across the Neel
temperature and the system should not be described
solely from its ordered moment.
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Our results make it clear that this system is at the
boundary where both local moment and itinerant degrees
of freedom are important, just like Fe-based superconduc-
tors or other strongly correlated electron systems. Many
physical properties previously attributed exclusively to
local nature, for example, field induced phase transitions
[7] could be indeed consequences of this magnetic du-
ality. Lack of adequate theory to comprehensively de-
scribe the observed behaviors call for new modeling effort
with UPt2Si2 as a test case for duality. Considering the
universal magnetic duality in 5f-electron systems, other
overlooked large moment uranium intermetallics [44–47]
should be also re-examined.
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